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From selling fly screens door-to-door in the 1950s 
to having their name on the credits of landmark 
Australian building projects, Micos Group has 
earned its position in the top tier of the aluminium 
and glass façade industry and this year proudly 
celebrates 60 years in business.

The Micos story is a fine example of a classic 
Australian family business success story. Two brothers 
going out on their own, coming up with clever 
ideas to get themselves started, working through 
the tough times with family support and hard 
work and developing a successful business, which 
incorporates old world service and values with 
innovative design and cutting edge technology.

Micos group 
celebrates  
60 years

Left: Array, Yarra’s Edge, Docklands VIC 
Right: Vision, Elizabeth Street, Melbourne VIC
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After working throughout the mid 
1950s for a then prominent fabricator of  
windows and doors made of  aluminium  
“the metal of  the future”, two brothers, 
Nick aged 26 and Mike aged 24 had 
the bold and courageous idea that they 
could do for themselves what they did for 
others. With nothing but some experience 
in making windows for A. F Agnews and 
the absence of  fear that comes with self  
belief, they rented a set of  old horse 
stables in Angel St Newtown in Sydney 
and opened their doors for business on 
28th August 1958.

With little work for these newcomers they 
took to selling flyscreens door-to-door 
throughout Sydney so as to keep the wheels 
of  their new venture turning. They were 
further supported by their two brothers Con 
and Steve who were then running a milk bar 
in Rockdale, Sydney. Business did not seem 
to improve for quite a while and operations 
would have ceased had it not been for a 
close friend, Thimios Magerakis, who after 
seeing how tough times were on one of  his 
casual visits to see his friends, returned and 
gave Nick his life savings asking only to be 
repaid if  they made good.

Who We Were

Selling FlyScreenS 
Door-to-Door

Fortune favours persistence and with some 
small projects coming their way and an 
appetite for hard work the debt was repaid.  
This catalyst led to the brothers 
being referred to for more projects 
which enabled them to start building 
their reputation which has lasted till 
today for integrity, quality and loyalty.  
Before long the adjoining premises were 
also rented as the orders kept coming.  
One early client was a new builder/
developer who believed in a market 
for apartments closer to the city and 
whose first project was in Meriton Street 
Balmain. His name was Harry Triguboff.

Making gooD

Such was the quality and service provided 
by the brothers – in particular Nick as 
the company’s head project Supervisor, 
that Micos become the exclusive window 
and door subcontractor for Mirvac for 
the next two decades. 

The reputation they had developed 
became known to players at all levels 
of  industry and reached the ears of  the 
Managing Director of  Civil and Civic, 
Dick Dusseldorp who had the vision of  
combining the disciplines of  property, 
financing, development and investment 
and had just commenced works on 
his flagship MLC Centre designed by  
Harry Seidler.  

No one believed it when Micos were 
awarded the contract but such was their 
commitment to the project and their 
desire to earn their place in the industry 
that they ensured that they stayed 
six levels ahead of  the construction 
programme at all times. One day when 
the alimak was out Nick climbed 50 odd 
stories to check measure his sizes to 
make sure all was 100% correct.

After the successful completion of  this 
project Micos secured one large tender 
after another as the builders with whom 
they forged their early relationships 
experienced growth upon growth. Micos 
grew with them. They took great pride in 
the quality of  their product and the ability 

With the onset of  the 1970s, construction 
remained strong such that architects 
also took to building and developing for 
themselves such as the newly founded 
Mirvac headed by Henry Pollack. 

Stepping Up

With the introduction of  the second 
generation family members in the early 
1990s the need to expand was obvious. 
One avenue for growth came with the 
Sydney residential apartment boom in 
1994 which was fuelled by one man’s 
statement,“And The Winner Is Sydney.”

With buildings getting higher, details 
changing, acoustic treatment of  windows 
and doors becoming mandatory and their 
clients demanding “something different”, 
the nephews had to expand their product 
range. They proceeded to do so at a 
frantic pace coming up with 10 new suites 
in the space of  18 months. “Being a tight 
organisation we didn’t have to deal with 
all the red tape that most companies 
had,” Peter Micos recalls. 

“I sat down one day in a small room with a 
cluey guy who knew how to draw quickly 
on computer and stayed there until it was 
done. I had worked on the floor and he had 
loads of  industry know how so we knew 
what to look out for. We designed airport 
noise suites, acoustic high rise windows 
and doors, multiple sliding doors, heavy 
duty windows for high rise and on and on. 
Creative and exciting memories.”

The Micos business became synonymous 
with High Rise Apartment Buildings 
throughout Sydney from 1994 to 2003. 
Like his father before him Andrew Nick 
Micos supervised the flagship projects 
such as the Forum and Harry Seidler’s 
Horizon. “We forged good relationships 
with not a few but all Major Construction 
Companies in Sydney and in Melbourne. 
But we knew that all good things come to 
an end. We also knew that residential and 

looking aheaD

they Don’t JUSt Do 
reSiDential

With the same self  belief  as their fathers 
they decided to venture into the more 
engineered building façade specialty of  
Unitised Curtain Wall in 1998. The horror 
stories of  projects having catastrophic 
results, glass falling out of  buildings and 
warnings from their fathers not to do so 
only excited them more. 

Their first project was the Webster Building 
at the University of  NSW. Needing more 
room, a small factory was rented in Ralph 
Street Alexandria and the nephews would 
get together after hours to assemble and 
glaze the panels for this project well into 
the early hours of  the morning. 

”To position the glass accurately they 
would rest the glass on my back as we 
had no cranes,” Con Micos laughs.  
The Curtain Wall team was slowly 

developed and the nephews purposely 
restricted the projects they would take 
on to 6-level office buildings as they 
gained more and more experience and as 
a result, confidence. After completing a 
string of  projects in a timely manner and 
with a quality product they forged solid 
relationships with every builder for whom 
they completed a Curtain Wall project. 
Builders started to talk, “They don’t just 
do Residential,” which resulted them in 
being awarded the 52 level Lobana House 
in 2002 and the soon to be complete 32 
level Suncorp office tower in Brisbane.

To further complete their ability to tend 
to the growing needs of  builders, Micos 
also ventured into frameless assemblies, 
entries, roofs and awnings and established 
their Architectural Division in 2006.  
This enabled Micos to supply builders 
with creative architectural solutions that 
are normally required for the impressive 
foyers and entries that modern architecture 
demands. This latest division enabled 
Micos to provide solutions to all glass 
and aluminium elements to the envelope  
of  a building.

MLC Building, Sydney

Lobana House

By the mid 1960s their two brothers 
Con and Steve had already joined them 
and with their combined efforts the 
business had outgrown the physical 
constraints imposed by their premises.  
In 1965 they designed and cut extrusion 
dies for their first suite, a sliding window, 
with Comalco and when tendering 
for projects would make the windows 
themselves and buy doors from another 
supplier. Shortly after the brothers set out 
to find new premises to accommodate 
what they now knew would be their 
livelihood for years to come. 

They acquired an old farm in Rhodes 
Street Hillsdale and rezoned the premises 
for industrial use. In 1967 they moved 
to 39 Rhodes Street Hillsdale which 
would serve the business well during the 
next three decades. Their initial forte 
was in the establishment of  a window 
warehouse whereby a builder could 
come and buy off  the shelf  ready made 
windows and doors in standard sizes in 
clear or bronze anodised finishes. This 
worked in well with their project work 
filling in voids in production.

of  builders to rely on timely delivery, 
proactive resolution of  problems and after 
project service which ensured that Micos 
were a subcontractor that the builder did 
not have to worry about.

commercial building booms alternate, 
hence Curtain Wall.”
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Micos Group design, manufacture and 
supply product solutions that span three 
different elements of  building façades:

•	  High Rise Residential Windows  
and Doors

•	 High Rise Unitised Curtain Wall
•	  Architectural and Frameless Entries 

and Assemblies

Above all, in all that we do, Micos Group 
follows old world values of  pride, integrity 
and honesty with all our clients. Today, 
traditional demarcation lines between 
subcontractors no longer exist. 

With Micos Group, builders have the 
luxury and the manifold benefits of  
dealing with the one contractor for their 
entire project façade, from design and 
detail solutions, procurement of  quality 
materials and components, quality 
manufacture, project management, and 
timely delivery and installation. 

Across all three divisions of  the Micos 
Group, we use our extensive expertise to 
design and develop glass and aluminium 
façade solutions that meet and exceed 
the increasingly challenging demands of  
discerning architects and commercially 
driven builders.

With 60 years of  experience in the 
building façade industry, Micos is one of  
Australia’s leading suppliers of  building 
façade products, with projects currently 
under construction Australia-wide. 

what we Do

capacity anD logiSticS

reSearch anD DevelopMent

QUality control

prototypeS

experience

Facility

Who We are

All new designs are tested both inhouse 
and by independent NATA accredited 
laboratories prior to manufacture and 
installation. These include the CSIRO, 
Ian Bennie and Associates, National 
Acoustic Laboratory, Schlegel Testing 
Facility, Azuma, Red 1 and others locally 
and overseas. 

Micos also conduct inhouse testing 
to meet the ongoing demands of  our 
Research and Development department.

For the last eight years Micos has been 
manufacturing our renowned residential 
façade systems in modern offshore 
factory facilities, following suit to our 
Curtain Wall systems, which have been 
produced overseas for the last 15 years. 

This model has allowed Micos to remain 
an industry leader in Australian façade, 
maintain our quality, further develop our 
systems, whilst remaining commercially 
competitive in the Australian market. 

Since engaging in overseas production, 
Micos have no capacity issues for 
completing Residential Window and 
Doors or Curtain Wall projects. We have  
15 to 20 high rise projects currently 
running through production with 
capacity for more should we require it. 

Our highly experienced project managers 
are able to control the logistics of  each 
project, ensuring that we have stock to 
keep up with the programme and avoid 
any onsite delays. 

Using nothing but state-of-the-art 
machinery and materials, Micos have 
developed stringent Quality Control 
systems and tests to ensure that we 
deliver the best product for every project. 

Micos employ QA staff  who conduct 
rigorous quality inspections of  our 
factory’s production batches on the 
factory floor, and also complete regular 
QA inspections of  our supply chain of  all 
material and components. 

When required by clients, Micos is able 
to produce and install Visual Mock 
Up (VMU) prototypes or Performance 
Mock Up (PMU) prototypes for review 
by architects and façade consultants to 
ensure that finishes, components and 
details are exactly as they were intended 
by the architect and to meet the project 
specific criteria. 

MicoS groUp
Suite 1.02, Unit 16B,

Discovery Cove Industrial Estate
1801 Botany Road,

Banksmeadow NSW 2019

phone 02 8058 3000
fax 02 8058 3049

email enquiries@micos.com.au
website www.micos.com.au
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